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Abstract—Closed chain linkages, that contain one or more
kinematic loops, admit a much greater variety than open
chains; thus, their analysis and synthesis are consequently
more complicated. Within this paper, we propose a general
algorithm for structural-parametric synthesis of linkages with
closed kinematic chains. The proposed method, previously used
for synthesis of anthropomorphic grippers’ fingers’ linkages and
galloping robots’ legs’ mechanisms, was applied to synthesize
the mechanics of an exosuit spine module to ensure ergonomics.
Wearable robots such as exosuits are used to reduce fatigue and
injuries, as well as increase the productivity of industry workers.
Exosuits’ design is challenging since human motion is not as
deterministic and precision as traditional robots’ motion. The
proposed method gives instructions for design steps and uses non-
gradient optimization techniques, such as genetic algorithms, for
topology, parametric, and control co-design. In the considered
example, an exosuit spine model has to not only compensate
loads, but also does not interfere with the natural human motions.
We have used a dataset that contains participants’ whole-body
kinematics in order to check the ergonomics of an existing exosuit
and improve its ergonomics using the proposed method. The
article contains general decryption of the proposed method, an
elaborated example with structural and parametric synthesis for
an exosuit design, and simulation results.

Keywords – Exosuit, optimisation, genetic algorithms, mecha-
tronic systems, ergonomics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Design of mechatronic and robotic systems is a non-trivial
creative activity, which is often not formalized. Results of
such activity strongly depend on experience, creativity and
engineering insights of a particular designer. Manual design re-
sults’ can be compared with a local optimum in a vast space of
potential solutions. Algorithms and methods for mechanisms’
generation of mechatronic and robotic systems can potentially
allow to do better exploration of vast space of potential
solutions to find better sub-optimal solution. Automation of
the design process makes it possible to effectively search for
a global optimum in the space of solutions [1].

Industrial exosuits are designed to support a person in
performing physically exhausting routine operations. Over the
past two decades, researchers have demonstrated that industrial
exoskeletons can reduce overall labor intensities, fatigue and
workload while simultaneously improving productivity and
quality of work [2], [3], [4]. The main source of injuries
and aches is the combination of lifting and relocating heavy
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Fig. 1: Render of a CAD model of a designed industrial
exosuit. Sequences of pictures show which movements the
exosuit allows to perform for the torso unit

loads, and the resulting injuries are not only difficult to recover
but also have a high risk of relapse even after successful
treatment [5], since workers are constantly exposed to the
same environmental factors and perform the same tasks. A
significant part of the employees who often have to perform
hard work in manufacturing and industrial conditions suffer
from lower spine pain or related injuries, which lead to
significant losses for the industry [2].

Many exosuits have been developed to assist laborers in
the industrial sector: to reduce their fatigue during assembly
and technological operations, to prevent potential disorders
of the musculoskeletal system, in particular, in lifting heavy
objects, laying on pallets and assembling overhead. For most
of them, the electric motor is directly connected to the joint via
a rigid gearbox, such as a harmonic gear, to create the high
torques necessary for lifting, while keeping the actuator as
light and compact as possible [6], [7]. Pneumatic and hydraulic
drives are used [8], [9] as an alternative to the gear motor.
However, they are heavy and bulky, since the compressor or
pump must be installed on the exosuit. Another option is to
put the compressor stationary, which adds undesired external
restrictions that can disturb the work and cause discomfort.



Fig. 2: Kinematic diagram of a exosuit’s torso unit

One of the studies suggests using a twisted string actuator
to support a spine lower part [10]. The researchers have de-
veloped a device that uses the variable nature of the gear ratio
of twisted strings: high when untwisting and decreasing when
twisting, which corresponds to the profile of the connection
torque required to lift the load. In [11], an electric exoskeleton
for spine support is presented, which reduces muscle activity
in the lumbar vertebral by 30%. As an alternative, a passive
exoskeleton for the spine is proposed with an increase in the
range of movement of the torso in the sagittal plane by 25%
compared to the rigid power design [12].

For the industrial exosuits, motion transformation and load
compensation are mainly provided by linkage mechanisms
with integrated elastic elements, variable stiffness joints, and
actuators. Automatic synthesis of generation of linkage mech-
anisms is a way to speed up the design process and at the
same time to better explore a vast space of potential solutions.
However, topology generation, optimization of geometric,
kinematic, and dynamic parameters, choice of actuation and
joints’ trajectories generation are challenging.

For parametric optimization, some studies suggest using
evolutionary algorithms, for instance, to synthesize a linkage
mechanism [13] by combining differential evolution with a
real-valued genetic algorithm, Or, in [14], the optimal dimen-
sional synthesis is used in the case of planar mechanisms using
also differential evolution, wherein path generation, function
generation and motion generation are taken into account. In
[15] optimal design parameters of a mechanism with flexible
elements been found by a combined optimization process
using Genetic Algorithm, Imperialist Competitive Algorithm,
Artificial Bee Colony, Ant Colony, Differential Evolution,
and Simulating Annealing techniques. In addition to para-
metric optimization, a more challenging task is the problem
of topology generation. For example, [16] presents a fully
automated approach for generating optimized robot structures
to traverse given terrains; however, the generation of physically
reproducible robots remains a problem here.

Within this paper, we propose a general method for auto-
matic structural-parametric synthesis of closed-chain linkage
mechanisms and give an example how to use it to ensure
ergonomics of a designed industrial exosuit. The paper is
organized as follows. The section II presents a designed
industrial exosuit, whose ergonomics should be improved. The
section III presents general method and algorithm for the
structural-parametric synthesis of closed kinematics mecha-
nisms, and the section IV presents the results of the synthesis
of the exosuit spine module as an example of validation of the
developed method regarding a field of wearable robots

II. EXOSUIT DESIGN

Fig. 1 shows renders of a CAD model of a designed
industrial exosuit, whose ergonomics should be improved.
Sequences of pictures show which movements the exosuit
allows to perform for a torso unit. Within this study, we
consider a spine support module only.

The kinematic scheme of the exosuit is shown in Fig. 2.
The upper part 10 consists of connected links of the shoulder
girdle, resting on the shoulders of a person at points N and P
and on the chest at point M. The lower part is an arc 9 and a
number of passive hinges of the pelvic region 5-8. The upper
part can rotate around the lower part by means of a pair of
hinges K and L. An elastic rod 19 is used to apply support
when the back is bent, which is fixed in the hinge T, associated
with the lower part. The rod bends and has the ability to slide
along its axis using guide S. The base of the back 9 is attached
to link 8 with the help of hinge J, which has a lock with the
ability to change the position on the vertical rod - in this way
it is possible to adjust the position of the upper shoulder girdle
of the suit relative to the pelvic part.

Spine module supports a user thanks to an elastic element
integrated into the structure in accordance with studies of
[17] [18], [19]. To use an elastic element of a spine module,
the upper and lower parts of an exosuit do not have to be
connected to each other, besides to the elastic element itself.
However, in order to remove loads from the shoulder girdle
and arms and redistribute them between the torso, pelvis
and legs, the upper and lower parts of the exosuit must be
mechanically connected. Thus, the task is to search for a
topology and geometric parameters of the mechanisms that
connect the upper and lower parts of the spine support module.
Within this study, we have considered only kinematics and
ergonomics of an exosuit’s spine module.

III. SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM

The proposed method and algorithm for structural-
parametric synthesis of linkages with closed kinematic chains
is general and can be utilized for different kinds of robotic and
mechatronic systems. We have applied the developed method
for synthesis of closed-chain linkage mechanisms for a number
of mechatronic systems: (a) anthropomorphic gripping devices
[20], [21], (b) galloping and jumping robots [22], [23] and (c)
wearable exosuits.
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Fig. 3: General design procedure’s stages: (a) defining a fully-actuated open-chain mechanism; (b) linkage closure for some
cyclic trajectory t1 and (c) another cyclic trajectory t2; (d) linkage closure to ensure both trajectories t1, t2, and a smooth
transition between them; (e) introduction of under-actuation as a prismatic joint, or (f) revolute joint within a passive variable
length link structure. Red dots indicate motors, black dots mean passive revolute joints

In [20] a general method of structural-parametric synthesis
of closed-chain linkage mechanisms is proposed. In particular,
the paper considers examples of finger mechanisms synthesis
for versatile adaptive grippers capable of performing both
fundamental types of gripping: precise pinching and force
encompassing, thanks to the use of variable-length links and
mechanical decomposition of control channels.

The algorithm of structural-parametric synthesis of closed-
chain linkage mechanisms consists of three steps: (1) synthesis
of fully actuated open-chain kinematics, (2) synthesis of
fully actuated closed-chain kinematics, and (3) introduction
of underactuation.

A. Fully actuated open-chain kinematics

At the first step we need to set a topology of the open-chain
mechanism, set geometric parameters, set trajectories profiles
for mechanism’s joints to provide the required motion. Each
of the indicated parameters can be set in advance or found as
a result of the optimization task.

As a result of the first stage of synthesis, a fully actuated
open-chain mechanism should be obtained that performs the
required movement. For clarity, the Fig. 3, (a) shows an ab-
stract fully actuated open-chain mechanism with three degrees
of freedom; red circles represent drives.

B. Fully actuated closed-chain kinematics

At the second stage we need to find a topology for groups of
links to be attached, to set a search for points of connection to
the open-chain kinematics mechanism and set an optimization
task to find geometric parameters. We have to obtain a fully
actuated closed-chain mechanism with the required number of
motors at this stage.

The essence of the synthesis stage is as follows: we consider
the links ni and ni+2 are connected to each other through
the intermediary link ni+1 or connected through a group of
intermediary links, and look for a pair of points pi and pi+2
belonging to them, respectively. If the distance between points
is constant throughout the entire cycle of movement, then

the points pi and pi+2 can be connected by a fixed length
link. An addition of holonomic constraints allow to remove
redundant motors. The Fig. 3, (b) shows the closed-chain
linkage mechanism obtained by attaching the link EF to the
links 3 and 1 at points p3 and p1, which coincide with joints E
and F . As a result, a closed-chain kinematics mechanism with
a reduced number of motors was obtained: only two motors
are needed to follow the same trajectory instead of three.

If a mechanism has to perform not a single cyclic trajectory
t1, but a range of cyclic trajectories t ∈ {t1, t2, . . . tn}, then such
points pi and pi+2 can be found to which links with lengths
l1, l2, . . . ln can be attached to execute trajectories t1, t2, . . . tn
respectively. The figure 3, (b) shows a closed-chain kinematics
mechanism with l2 > l1 to ensure motion along a different
cyclic trajectory t2.

If all trajectories t ∈ {t1, t2, . . . tn} are required, then instead
of a link of fixed length, a group of links can be attached,
imposing a similar number of connection conditions, but
allowing reconfiguring the length between the found points
pi and pi+2. In the Figure 3, (d), instead of a fixed-length
link, a group of two links EHF is attached (in [20] alternative
variants of the attached groups are presented) with a motor in
the joint H. As a result, a mechanism was obtained with the
original number of motors, but relocated to a different position.

Following the second stage of synthesis, a closed-chain
kinematics mechanism should be obtained which can perform
the required movement (possibly partially reproducing only the
required kinematics) using the necessary number of motors.
Besides the topology and geometric parameters, the joints’ tra-
jectory profiles must be found; thus, all steps of optimization
focus on co-design problems of mechanics and control. This
step can be performed to relocate motors, for example, closer
to a body to minimize mechanism’s inertia, and/or reduce a
number of motors. The operation can be repeated recursively
several times.
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Fig. 4: An original Exosuit provided for verification (a),
motion capture markers together with primitives representing
an upper and bottom torso parts (b), and the Exosuit with the
markers and primitives

C. Introduction of underactuation

The linkages’ joints can be both active and passive. In the
case of passive joints, the mechanism is treated as underac-
tuated. Underactuation can enhance the mechanism’s perfor-
mance. It is possible to introduce underactuation with the help
of passive elastic elements: tension or compression springs,
including as part of variable length links (Figure 3, (e)), or
rotation springs (Figure 3, (f)).

This operation allows to get a mechanically adaptive mecha-
nism, passively generate torque, and/or ensure energy recuper-
ation. As a result of the third stage of synthesis, an underac-
tuated closed-chain linkage mechanism has to be synthesized
that performs the required motion fully.

IV. SYNTHESIS OF THE EXOSUIT SPINE MODULE
MECHANISMS

We have tested the proposed method to synthesize mechan-
ics of the torso unit for an exosuit. The algorithm allows to
search for the optimal topology of a mechanism and perform
parametric optimization of the geometric parameters of linkage
mechanisms. The criteria of optimally is to ensure ergonomics.

The Fig. 4, (a) shows a three-dimensional model of the spine
module of the exosuit being developed. The spine module
consists of upper part with frame ΨU and bottom part with
frame ΨB. The upper and bottom parts are connected by
rotational joints on right ΨR and left ΨL sides. For an upper
body we consider that ΨU , ΨR, and ΨL belongs to a rigid
body. The revolute joints give rotational mobility along the ŷ
axis, while mobility along the ẑ and x̂ axis is carried out by
joints of the lower part. Here we are interested in points of
connection of upper and bottom parts, that are depicted red
ΨR and green ΨL frames (Fig. 4, (a)).

The dataset [24] was used to verify ergonomics numerically.
Fig. 4, (b) shows motion capture markers that move along
trajectories from the dataset, and cubic primitives indicating
an upper and bottom parts of torso1. Fig. 4, (c) shows the
exosuit model, primitives and markers all together. The [25]
provides a description of a default marker’s attachment pattern.

1The materials below are presented for the file Partici-
pant 541 Setup A Seq 5 Trial 5.qualisys

A. Initial state of original design

Fig. 5, (a) demonstrates the initial position corresponding
to the ”T” pose. We can notice the proper location of the
markers relative to the box primitives and spine module of
the exosuit. Also, we can see that the connection points are
coincide (highlighted with a pink circle). However, during
the animation sequence the connection points moves away
from each other (figure 5, e-i). Fig. 6, (a) shows the distance
between the joints for the left rotational joint l∗l and the right
rotational joint l∗r
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√
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where xb
l is x coordinate for the left bottom frame, xu

l is x
coordinate for the left upper frame, both expressed in the
frame fixed in space. It can be seen that the distance between
the joints for both the left and right parts are located in the
proximity of zero only in the initial position. At the peak,
the difference between the joints corresponds to greater than
8 cm (Fig. 5, (b)). Throughout the recorded movement from
the dataset of 100 sec, the joints never returned to their original
position. The designed structure, due to engineering insight,
is not optimal in accordance with the ergonomics criterion.

B. Intermediate state of original design

Before using the proposed method of synthesis for closed-
chain linkage mechanisms, an attempt was made to carry
out parametric optimization with the topology given initially.
Fig. 6, (b) shows the results of minimization of the following
fitness function

F =− 1
1+ ll · lr

.

The right and left frames have the same geometric parameters,
the only difference is the sign for distance along ŷ axis. The
idea is to find parameters such that ll · lr = 0. The optimization
been set up for the first 4 seconds of simulation, when an
operator stands still. This been done to verify the fitness
function, since we know for sure that an optimal solution
exists for a stance pose. We have used genetic algorithms
from Global Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB. The program
has found parameters that provides the distances between the
frames in the proximity of zero. However, we can see that for
the rest of animation sequence the deviation has increased up
to almost 14 cm.

Then we ran the same optimization task but for the first 30
seconds. Fig. 6, (c) shows the result for the whole animation
sequence, however the distances between the frames are not
in the proximity of zero.

C. Optimization of new design

The developed algorithm was used to synthesize the linkage
mechanism, i.e., to integrate an intermediate link between
the frames that belong to upper and bottom parts of a spine
module. Here a human body was considered as an analogue of



(a) Initial ”T” pose, before optimization (b) Intermediate pose, before optimization (c) Initial pose, after optimization

Fig. 5: A sequence of images of exosuit before and after optimization
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the distances between the attachment points of the upper and lower parts of the exosuit spine module:
for the left rotational joint l∗l and the right rotational joint l∗r before optimization and for the left ll and right lr sides after
optimization. Before optimization, the joints are aligned only at the initial moment of time when there is no movement. After
optimization, the distance throughout the entire movement fluctuates around the initial value of l0 = 3 cm

the open kinematics mechanism, in which the bottom (pelvis)
primitive was considered as a link n1, the upper (chest)
primitive as a link n3, which are connected by the a set of
intermediate link (loin) n2. The movement of ”open kinematics
mechanism” is determined by the data from the dataset.

According to the second stage of synthesis, it is necessary to
find the points C and D belonging to the primitives n1 and n3,
respectively, the variety in the distance between which tends
to zero over the entire range of motion. The square of the

average distance between points per cycle of movement:

l2 =
1
N

N

∑
i
||pC(t)− pD(t)||2,

where l is the scalar value of the shortest distance between
points, pD(t) ∈ R3 is the position vector of the point D,
pC(t) ∈ R3 is the position vector of the point C, N – the
number of discrete measurements.



The objective function is the quadratic losses function
between the actual distance at the time of measurement i
between points with an average value of l

δ =
1
N

N

∑
i
(||pC(t)− pD(t)||2 − l2)2.

The Fig. 6, (d) shows the distance between the points
D and C for the left ll and right lr sides. It can be seen
that throughout the entire movement, the distance fluctuates
around the initial value of l0 = 3.2 cm. At time points t ∈
[5,10]∪ [30,44]∪ [58,65]∪ [82,95], these movements are very
noisy due to sudden movements of the actor and fluctuations of
markers. The data interval t ∈ [0,30] was used for optimization.
Genetic algorithms were used to solve the optimization task.

Fig. 5, (c) shows the location of frames C and D in front,
side, top, and in isometrical. The Fig. 5, (c) shows a scheme
similar to the Fig. 3, (b). The link CD can be implemented as
a rigid link or a link of variable length.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The synthesized mechanism of the exosuit spine module
introduces significantly fewer restrictions on the movement of
the exosuit user, providing greater ergonomics. The developed
algorithm of structural-parametric synthesis makes it possible
to synthesize various mechanisms for gripping devices, gal-
loping robots, and wearable robots. This example uses manual
design; however, machine learning techniques can be used in
conjunction with this kind of approach to explore the vast
design space of possible solutions more effectively.

On the example of the exosuit spinal module design, it is
showed that developing a mechatronic device using common
methods, in other words using only engineering experience
and insight, it is not always possible to achieve the desired
outcome. As a result, the design constrains a range of move-
ments. After carrying out the proposed synthesis, optimizing
the parameters, and adding elastic elements to the structure, it
turned out to achieve higher ergonomics.

This work could be intended and helpful for use by re-
searchers developing modern robots that collaborate with hu-
man or unstructured environment to provide safe and energy-
efficient interaction.
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